Vocabulary words for:
batter  buttery  perfect  recipe  smeared  yellow cake

Toshi wants to bake a cake. He needs to know how to make it, so he looks for a recipe.
First Toshi gathers flour, milk, and eggs. Then he mixes them together. He wants the batter to be smooth. He hopes the cake will be perfect.
Toshi has smeared some butter across the bottom of the pan. The butter will keep the cake from sticking.
When he finishes, Toshi’s hands are buttery, too.
Next he puts the batter in a pan and bakes it. Last he gives some cake to his friends to eat. Everyone agrees that this yellow cake is the best Toshi has ever made.

Welcome to Bob’s Bakery!
We use only the best eggs in our batter.
This week we have:
1. Bob’s yellow cake. You have to try it.
2. Bill’s butter cookies. They are very buttery!
3. Pat’s pumpkin pie. Take home the perfect treat.
4. Great-granny’s apple pie. This recipe has been in our family for many years.
5. Fran’s carrot cake. We baked it with love. Then we smeared it with frosting.